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Crack Torrent Key. No items have been added yet! Related Collections. Image with no alt text.Renting a flat in central London
or a bachelor apartment in the suburbs? As students prepare to leave their student halls of residence, the best option is always a
managed shared property. With rent typically in line with the cost of student accommodation, plus utilities, heating and repairs

included, a flat-share provides an ideal solution. Using a flat-share is simple too, as it is usually just a case of messaging the
person listing the property on online property sharing websites. Arranging a viewing is usually quick, and you can usually be in a
flat in under a week. Of course, the downsides are that the property can be too noisy or there might be other shared guests. The
best flats for sharing in London These are the best flats for sharing in London. 1. Ample London, W1F Located in the heart of

London on Tottenham Court Road, Ample London is a collection of one-bedroom and two-bedroom flats. They offer great
value for money, with studios starting from £640 pw, one-beds at £900 pw and two-beds at £1,130 pw. There is also a minimum

two-week holding period. 2. Beechwood House, North London One of the most famous names in student flat-sharing is
Beechwood House, which offers studios from £1,130 pw. Open since 1981, it has an illustrious history and is commonly

referred to as the place to go for student flats in London. 3. The Snug Building, Westminster While a bit pricey at £950 pw, The
Snug Building's flats are perfect if you want to be in the heart of Westminster. There are studios available, but for just £340 pw,
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